We present a promising technology for nonvolatile flexible electronic devices: A direct fabrication of epitaxial lead zirconium titanate (PZT) on flexible mica substrate via van der Waals epitaxy. These single-crystalline flexible ferroelectric PZT films not only retain their performance, reliability, and thermal stability comparable to those on rigid counterparts in tests of nonvolatile memory elements but also exhibit remarkable mechanical properties with robust operation in bent states (bending radii down to 2.5 mm) and cycling tests (1000 times). This study marks the technological advancement toward realizing much-awaited flexible yet single-crystalline nonvolatile electronic devices for the design and development of flexible, lightweight, and next-generation smart devices with potential applications in electronics, robotics, automotive, health care, industrial, and military systems.

INTRODUCTION

Ferroelectric materials (1, 2) with switchable spontaneous polarization, superior pyroelectricity, and piezoelectricity are exploited in the applications of nonvolatile memory (NVM) (3–5), logic (6), memristor (7), sensors, and actuators (8). Currently, the surge to develop next-generation smart electronics in light of “internet of things” demands the integration of various functionalities with conventional electronic systems. Flexible electronics (9, 10) is one such attribute that has attracted long-standing attention in today’s energy-conscious world owing to their advantages of excellent portability, bendability, being lightweight and human-friendly interfaces. Consequently, the realization of flexible electronics in display, sensor, biomedical, and industrial applications has necessitated the design and development of flexible logic and memory elements for information storage, data processing, and communication. Continuous efforts are being put forward to realize high-speed, high-storage density, low-power, low-cost, lightweight, and yet flexible electronic components. Perovskite lead zirconium titanate [Pb(Zr,Ti)O₃; PZT] (11) having large polarization, fast polarization switching, high Curie temperature, low coercive field, and a high piezoelectric coefficient, is probably the most explored system for these applications. The flexible version of polycrystalline PZT–based NVM has been demonstrated on Si (12, 13), Pt foil (14), Cu foil (15), and Ni superalloy ribbons (16) or built on Si and then transferred on to flexible polymer substrates (17, 18). It has long been postulated that single-crystalline functional oxides could resolve the critical issue of memory retention time in current technologies. However, the integration of superior device performance of the single-crystalline PZT with the current conventional flexible substrates is severely impeded by its lack of high-temperature growth, which causes leakage and electrical shorting with degraded device performance. As a result, all the polycrystalline PZT–based ferroelectric memories underperform because of the lack of an appropriate flexible substrate. Nevertheless, much of the current research is focused on the low-cost and low-temperature polymer ferroelectrics (19–24), which often exhibit very limited thermal and operational stabilities besides their inferior field mobilities. These drawbacks can be potentially solved by the fabrication of flexible organic ferroelectric crystals. However, the performance in the device level is not tested yet (25). Recently, the integration of the single-crystalline PZT with Si has been demonstrated (26). However, the transfer of epitaxial PZT at room temperature involves a tedious multistep process. Therefore, to obtain high crystalline quality of ferroelectric materials with superior properties, the proper choice of flexible substrate and electrode must be made for device applications.

Here, a model ferroelectric PZT system is demonstrated to build up a ferroelectric element based on oxide heteroepitaxy for flexible electronics. We present the realization of epitaxial PZT (PbZr₀.₇Ti₀.₃O₃) on mica for flexible NVM applications (Fig. 1). The key advantages of adopting a muscovite mica substrate include its atomically smooth surface, high thermal stability (Tₘ ≥ 1000°C), chemical inertness, high transparency, mechanical flexibility, and compatibility with present fabrication methods. The monoclinic muscovite mica, KAl₂(AlSi₃O₁₀)(OH)₂, has a two-dimensional (2D) structure with an AlO₆ octahedral layer sandwiched by two (Si,Al)O₄ tetrahedral layers, which are stacked further by a layer of potassium cations. This 2D layered material can be mechanically exfoliated like graphene down to few tens of micrometers. The heteroepitaxy involving 2D materials is categorized as van der Waals (vdW) epitaxy (27). Initially, vdW epitaxy strictly implied the growth of 2D material on another 2D material substrate, but later, it got extended to the heteroepitaxial growth of 2D materials onto 3D substrates or vice versa. The 2D/3D or 3D/2D materials result from the quasi-vdW epitaxy process, which is an intermediate to conventional and vdW epitaxies (28). Direct growth of functional oxides (29–32) on muscovite via the vdW epitaxy has been demonstrated recently in view of flexible device applications. This approach does not impose requirements of overcoming the issue of lattice mismatch between the film and substrate that results in a significant reduction of defect density. Moreover, a weak vdW interaction between the film and substrate can further reduce the substrate clamping effect, favoring better device performance. Figure 1 (A and B) shows the design and an actual flexible
NVM element based on PZT. Figure 1C shows the surface morphology of the flexible heterostructure by an atomic force microscopy over a measurement area of $2 \times 2 \mu m^2$. The film exhibits an average surface roughness ($R_s$) of 0.62 nm and root mean square roughness ($R_{rms}$) of 0.81 nm, indicating a very smooth surface. Figure 1D shows the schematic of the heterostructure at atomic level wherein 3D functional perovskites, including metallic SrRuO$_3$ (SRO) and ferroelectric PZT epitaxial layers, grow on top of mica sheets. This work marks a critical milestone in the advancement of flexible ferroelectric elements via vdW epitaxy that not only retain the superior properties of epitaxial films but also exhibit mechanical flexibility, durability, and thermal stability.

**RESULTS**

The phase identification and crystal structure of the heterostructures were examined by a Taiwan synchrotron x-ray diffraction (XRD) facility. In the heterostructure, a very thin CoFe$_2$O$_4$ (CFO) layer was grown as the seeding layer for the growth of high-quality perovskites, including a SRO layer as the bottom electrode for electrical characterizations. The choice of perovskite SRO electrode was deliberately made because it not only presents excellent lattice, structural, and chemical compatibility with PZT but also acts as a sink for oxygen vacancies and thus prevents serious fatigue behavior of polarization often encountered in PZT capacitors with metal electrodes (33). Figure 2A shows a typical out-of-plane 2θ scan of the heterostructure. The observation of only PZT(lll) and SRO(ill) diffraction peaks with muscovite (001) suggests the epitaxial nature of thin films without other secondary phases. The estimated interplanar spacing for PZT ($d_{111} = 2.365 \text{ Å}$) and SRO ($d_{111} = 2.301 \text{ Å}$) suggests tensile strains of 1.9 and 0.6%, respectively. Furthermore, the Φ scans of PZT[002], SRO[002], CFO[004], and muscovite[002] reflections were used to analyze the in-plane structural relationships, as shown in Fig. 2B. The observation of three muscovite [002] peaks at 120° intervals indicates different stacking sequences between sheet units along the c axis (34), whereas SRO[002] and PZT[002] exhibit six peaks that indicate the growth of epitaxial SRO and PZT films with a multidomain feature on mica substrate. On the basis of the XRD results, the epitaxial relationships can be determined as (111)$_\text{SRO}$//(111)$_\text{PZT}$//(001)$_\text{mica}$ and [1-10]$_\text{SRO}$/[1-10]$_\text{PZT}$/[010]$_\text{mica}$ for the heterostructure. To unveil the detailed structural information, we recorded the reciprocal space mapping of PZT(002), SRO(002), and CFO(004) reflections using the basis of mica reciprocal lattice (Fig. 2C), which also confirms the same epitaxial relationships obtained above. The estimated interplanar spacing of 2.360 Å for PZT in an out-of-plane (1.222 Å in in-plane) direction suggests tensile strain of 1.8% (compressive strain of 1.4%) in accordance with the XRD result. These results are further corroborated by the in situ RHEED results presented in fig. S1. To characterize the detailed microstructure on the heteroepitaxy of PZT/mica, we examined the film-substrate interface using transmission electron microscopy. Figure 2D shows cross-sectional TEM images taken along the zone axis of [010]$_\text{mica}$, revealing PZT/SRO and SRO/CFO/mica interfaces together with the selected area diffraction patterns of PZT, SRO, and mica. The reciprocal lattices are also clearly indexed, and the consistency of epitaxial relationships with the XRD results is further confirmed. The sharp interfaces without observable interdiffusion of species across the interfaces indicate high quality of the heterostructure.

Building a quantitative and comprehensive knowledge of the heterostructure characteristics is crucial for ongoing research and development in the necessary manufacturing processes for designing numerous flexible smart devices. To characterize the ferroelectricity of the heterostructure, piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) (35) is an ideal tool for both probing and switching the local ferroelectric polarization at nanoscale. The box-in-box switched patterns were written on the PZT layer, with the application of electric field via a conducting tip. A tip bias of $-8 \text{ V}$ was applied to pole the $3 \text{ μm} \times 3 \text{ μm}$ square region, followed by another poling with a tip bias of $+8 \text{ V}$ in the central area of $1 \text{ μm} \times 1 \text{ μm}$. The surface topography and the corresponding out-of-plane and in-plane polarization signals are shown in Fig. 3 (A and C). In Fig. 3B, a PFM phase image shows clear bright and dark contrast regions corresponding to upward and downward polarizations, respectively. After the poling, the area...
Fig. 2. Structural information. (A) Typical 2θ-θ scan of the heterostructure. (B) Φ scans at PZT(002), SRO(002), CFO(004), and mica(002) diffraction peaks. a.u., arbitrary units. (C) The reciprocal space mapping of the heterostructure. r.l.u., relative light units. (D) The cross-sectional TEM image depicting the PZT/SRO and SRO/CFO/mica interfaces along with the selected area diffraction patterns of PZT, SRO, and mica.

Fig. 3. Piezoresponse force microscopy. The surface topography (A) with out-of-plane (B) and in-plane phase (C) images. (D) Representative local PFM amplitude and phase hysteresis loops. (E) The local coercive voltage variation as a function of bending radius.
between 3 μm × 3 μm and 1 μm × 1 μm shows bright contrast and dark contrast in the 1 μm × 1 μm area. This result suggests that polarization of PZT layer is switchable, confirming the ferroelectric nature of the heterostructure. Furthermore, the in-plane phase image, wherein the contrast is random before and after the poling, asserts the multidomain state of the PZT film. Typically, in this composition of PZT, the direction of ferroelectric polarization points along [001]. Thus, the multidomain feature is attributed to the (111) orientation of the heterostructure. Moreover, local PFM loops were measured across the film in a 5 × 4 grid, resulting in 20 data points (fig. S2A). Figure 3D shows representative local PFM amplitude and phase hysteresis loops. The square loop demonstrating a 180° change in PFM phase and a clear butterfly loop in PFM amplitude confirms a good ferroelectric switching nature of the heterostructure. The local coercive fields of unbent was compressively bent, as depicted by the schematic in the inset (see corresponding to different locations marked in fig. S2A. The sample was compressively bent, as depicted by the schematic in the inset (see also fig. S2, B and C, for description). The local coercive fields of unbent state increased slowly under bending, suggesting a slight change of local ferroelectricity with the strain.

The advances in the emerging flexible electronic devices motivate researchers to explore additional requirements of NMV elemental stability in harsh environments (13). Well-saturated and symmetric polarization-electric field (P-E) hysteresis loops and the capacitance-electric field (C-E) or the “butterfly” curves of the heterostructure measured at 1 MHz and temperatures ranging from 25°C to 175°C for a virgin device are shown in Fig. 4 (A and B, respectively). The typical square hysteresis loop with a sharp change in polarization shows effective switching of the dipoles. The ferroelectric capacitor exhibits a saturation polarization (P_sat) of ~75 μC/cm², a remnant polarization (P_r) of ~60 μC/cm², and a coercive field (E_c) of ~100 kV/cm at 25°C, and the temperature evolution is shown in Fig. 4C. The estimated dielectric constant variation along with temperature-dependent capacitance is shown in fig. S3. The polarization switching kinetics at different voltage levels shown in Fig. 4D were evaluated using a sequence of fast voltage pulses for the standard positive-up and negative-down (PUND) method (5). As shown in the inset of Fig. 4D, the device is initially preset to a negative polarized state (P_1) at −4 V, followed by voltage pulses to measure switching polarization (P_2) from negative to positive and switched polarization at 4 V (P_3) in the positive region, respectively. The pulsed switched polarization, ΔP = P_3 − P_2, as a function of pulse width (Fig. 4D) shows that the switching speed increases as the voltage increases. The ΔP (105 μC/cm²) is approximately 1.8 times that of P_r. Thus, the presence of intrinsic ferroelectricity in PZT/mica system is confirmed. For these ferroelectric capacitors to be used in NVM applications, ferroelectric reliability issues, such as imprint, retention, and fatigue, have to be addressed for their long lifetime operation. These NVM cells exhibit excellent retention (Fig. 4E) even after 10^5 s at room temperature as well as at high temperatures, meeting the most important criteria of memory application. The retention time of 10^5 s at 100°C corresponds to retention time of 10 years at 69°C. This is the best value reported so far among the flexible NVMs (12–24, 26) because of their superior crystalline quality. The polarization fatigue, which is the reduction in the amount of remnant polarization with repeated switching cycles, of a PZT/mica capacitor is displayed in Fig. 4F. It is interesting to see a noticeable improvement in fatigue behavior at high temperature. The device maintained switching ability at room temperature up to
10^7 cycles, whereas at high temperature, fatigue resistance was maintained until 10^{10} cycles. This behavior can be attributed to PZT quality and underlying mica’s high-temperature stability. It is clear from the aforementioned results that PZT/mica heterostructure can play a potential key role in high-temperature electronic applications.

To extend the practical applications of this flexible ferroelectric system, a series of cyclability tests were carried out. The macroscopic ferroelectric performance of the heterostructure against mechanical flexing was evaluated under both tensile and compressive bendings (31). Figure 5 (A and B) shows the P–E and C–E hysteresis loops of the PZT capacitors under various compressive and tensile bending radii (r), whereas Fig. 5C shows the change in \(P_{\text{sat}}, P_r, \) and \(E_c\) values as a function of bending radius and corresponding strains (see the Supplementary Materials for more details). For the bending radius down to 2.5 mm, an observation of constant \(P_{\text{sat}}, P_r, \) and \(E_c\) values within experimental errors suggests that the PZT thin-film capacitor shows stable electrical properties even under mechanical constraints. The estimated dielectric constant variation along with mechanical flexing–dependent capacitance and the dielectric constant are shown in fig. S4. Moreover, the P–E hysteresis loops under tensile and compressive bending of 5 mm before and after 10 to 1000 bending cycles obtained from the capacitor structure exhibited no noticeable change (see fig. S5). Figure 5D depicts the \(\Delta P\) as a function of pulse width at 4 V under compressive as well as tensile flexing (complete data at different voltage pulses are shown in fig. S6). The inset shows the polarization switching speed as a function of bending radius and strain at two different switch voltage pulses. The switching speed increases with switching pulse and is unaltered irrespective of the nature of mechanical bending. Therefore, it can be concluded that the polarization switching kinetics of PZT/mica are robust against mechanical flexing. Figure 5E displays stable polarization retention of capacitors irrespective of physical bending states. It is noteworthy that these capacitors continue to exhibit this robust retention capability even after being mechanically flexed for 1000 cycles. Furthermore, Fig. 5F shows the evolution of the normalized polarization as a function of the number of switching cycles. The fatigue behavior is stable in bent states and remains identical before and after 1000 tensile bending cycles as well as compressive bending cycles. Almost no polarization fatigue is seen until 10^7 switching cycles; however, it reduces to 33% of its initial value after 10^{10} cycles for the unbent and tensile flexing samples, whereas compressive flexing improves the behavior. Therefore, it is evident from Fig. 5 that the fabricated PZT memory elements exhibit stable and superior performance against mechanical bending highly desirable for flexible device applications. These values of mechanical tolerance are the best among all the NVM elements. The physical strain imposed on the heterostructure under different mechanical flexing is examined by Raman spectroscopy, as shown in fig. S7. The maximum strain generated depends on thin film–substrate interface, mechanical property of the mica and its thickness, and the radius of bending. The results of Raman spectroscopy show a negligible imposed strain under the bending. This result could be attributed to the slide of mica sheets and the weak vdW interaction between the mica substrate and ferroelectric capacitor as well as the multidomain feature of PZT film.

**DISCUSSION**

A comparison is made between the flexible heteroepitaxial system in this study and the currently reported ferroelectric-based flexible thin films in Table 1. It is clear from the table that the PZT/mica system has the best performance metrics among all the flexible NVM elements because of its superior crystalline quality. The epitaxial and flexible PZT/mica heterostructures reported in this work find applications not only as memory elements for information technology but also as nanogenerators (36) and energy harvesters for biomedical application (37). Because of the biocompatibility of mica, these heterostructures with proper PZT layer packaging can be attached to conformal geometry of various organs and deliver the energy-harvesting functionality. This is possible due to the fact that these heterostructures can deliver the best piezoelectric coefficients via vdW epitaxy that results in very weak interaction between PZT and mica, minimizing substrate clamping...
The room temperature 2θ-XRD scan along normal direction, Φ scans, RHEED, and reciprocal space mapping was used to obtain structural information. The surface morphology was investigated by an atomic force microscope, whereas the film-substrate interface microstructure was studied by cross-sectional TEM performed at room temperature on FEI Tecnai at 200 kV. The samples were cut by focused ion beam to reveal the interface information. Micro-Raman spectra were measured by a backscattering confocal microscope (MFO, Horiba Jobin Yvon) equipped with an excited 532-nm solid-state laser and a spectrometer (iHR550, Horiba Jobin Yvon). The laser was focused on the sample using a 100× objective.

**METHODS**

**Structural characterization**

The epitaxial PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 (PZT) thin film was deposited on freshly cleaved muscovite mica via pulsed laser deposition using a PZT target. The deposition chamber was initially evacuated to a base pressure of 10⁻⁹ Torr. The deposition process was carried out at a substrate temperature of 590°C in an oxygen pressure of 50 mTorr. The deposition process was carried out at a substrate temperature of 630°C in an oxygen pressure of 100 mTorr, with a KrF excimer laser (λ = 248 nm; Coherent) operated at a laser repetition rate of 10 Hz and a laser energy of 250 mJ. However, before SRO and PZT deposition, a CFO buffer layer (<10 nm) was deposited at a substrate temperature of 590°C in an oxygen pressure of 50 mTorr.

**Materials and Methods**

**Materials**

**Sample preparation**

The epitaxial PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 (PZT) thin film was deposited on freshly cleaved muscovite mica via pulsed laser deposition using a PZT target. The deposition chamber was initially evacuated to a base pressure of 10⁻⁹ Torr. The deposition process was carried out at a substrate temperature of 630°C in an oxygen pressure of 100 mTorr, with a KrF eximer laser (λ = 248 nm; Coherent) operated at a laser repetition rate of 10 Hz and a laser energy of 250 mJ. However, before SRO and PZT deposition, a CFO buffer layer (<10 nm) was deposited at a substrate temperature of 590°C in an oxygen pressure of 50 mTorr.

**PFM measurement**

PFM was performed via the Asylum Research Cypher under ambient conditions with the homemade bending stage to investigate the evolution of ferroelectricity when sample was under bending. The phase-voltage hysteresis loops were measured by Olympus PtIr-coated Si
probes (spring constant, k ~ 2 N/m; tip radius, ~25 nm) superimposed with a 1-Hz triangular square-stepping wave with a bias window up to 8 V, and each loop was averaged over five consecutive cycles.

**Bending tests**

Predesigned Teflon molds of fixed bending radii were used to induce the reported compressive and tensile bending strains. PZT/mica with bottom electrodes was attached to these molds using double-sided tape. Care was taken to avoid the slipping/gliding of mica during the measurement. For bending cycles measurement, computer-aided homebuilt bending setup combined with optical microscope was used. The PZT/mica was bent from one end with the aid of a motor, whereas the other end was fixed, and the vertical distance was measured using the microscope. The setup allows the length of the sample to be bent by providing the displacement as small as 1 μm on the bending stage. One can set arbitrary bending radii as well as perform bending cycles.

**P-E measurement**

The ferroelectric properties were analyzed by ferroelectric test systems (Radiant Technologies Precisions workstations RT66A). The polarization-

**C-E measurement**

The dielectric properties of the films were measured using a semi-conductor device analyzer (Agilent B1500A). The capacitance-electric field (P-E) hysterisis loops were measured by two tips with a frequency of 2 kHz at 4 V, and different radii were checked by using the bending stage. The temperature change measurement system was used to estimate P-E variation along with temperature ranging from 25° to 175°C.
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